
EVENT REPORT ON - REPUBLC DAY 

Date of the event Held: 26.01.2024 

Organizer: NCC  

Venue/Place: CMR TECHNICAL CAMPUS  

Number of students Participants ( students and Staff): 35  

Description about the Event: Amidst the sprawling grounds of CMR Technical Campus, 
the Republic Day celebration unfolded like a grand symphony of patriotism and pride. 
Forty-one NCC cadets, their uniforms crisply pressed and chests adorned with pride, 
stood tall as embodiments of discipline and dedication. With precision and grace, they 
performed a mesmerizing guard of honor, their synchronized movements echoing the 
unity and strength of our nation. In a moment of awe-inspiring spectacle, the cadets 
showcased their skill and precision through a rifle show, each movement a testament 
to their unwavering commitment to service. Against the backdrop of fluttering flags and 
cheering crowds, Chairman Ch. Gopal Reddy honored the campus's achievers with 
badges, their accomplishments shining brightly as beacons of inspiration for 
generations to come. In this tapestry of celebration, each element intertwined to create 
a powerful narrative of unity, resilience, and the unyielding spirit of India.  

Outcome of the event: The Republic Day celebration at CMR Technical Campus left a 
lasting impact on all who participated, fostering a sense of unity, pride, and inspiration. 
The participation of 41 NCC cadets exemplified the spirit of service and discipline, 
inspiring others to follow their example. The rifle show and guard of honor showcased 
the cadets' skill and dedication, instilling a sense of admiration among the audience. 
The recognition of achievers by Chairman Ch. Gopal Reddy served as a testament to the 
importance of hard work and excellence, motivating individuals to strive for greatness 
in their endeavors. Overall, the event strengthened the bonds of community and 
patriotism, leaving a legacy of honor and aspiration for the campus and beyond.  
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Photo 3: Event Proof photos( Geo tagged)  
Photo 4: Event Proof Photos( News 
Paper Coverage Photo if any)  

  

Note: Number of photos restricted to two or four 
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